Ergonomic
The optimised design of the DT 1770 PRO combines innovation with many years of expertise in
headphone engineering. High-tech textiles, which
are also used in professional sports, and fine adjustments for the optimal contact pressure ensure
a comfortable fit. These are headphones that are
so comfortable you forget you‘re wearing them.

Uncompromising
Prepared for all the circumstances of daily
life in the studio the DT 1770 PRO is an
uncompromising overall concept. The high-quality
accessories include a coiled, a straight cable
as well as two different ear cushions. Velour ear
cushions ensure a more open sound for mixing and
mastering; firmer, leatherette ear cushions give
the necessary suppression of background noise for
monitoring and recording.

Transducer type

dynamic

Operating principle

closed

Frequency response

5 - 40,000 Hz

Nominal impedance

250 Ω

Nominal SPL

102 dB SPL (1 mW / 500 Hz)

Max. SPL

125 dB SPL (200 mW / 500 Hz)

T.H.D.

< 0.05% (1 mW / 500 Hz)

Nominal power
handling capacity

200 mW

Sound coupling to the ear

circumaural

Ambient noise attenuation

Velours: approx. 18 dBA
Leatherette: approx. 21 dBA

Nominal headband pressure

approx. 7.2 N

Weight (without cable)

388 g

Length and type of cable

3 m / straight cable or
5 m / coiled cable (stretched),
each detachable with 3-pin mini XLR
cable connector, single-sided

Connection

gold-plated mini stereo jack (3.5 mm) &
1/4“ adapter (6.35 mm)

Accessories included

two detachable cables,
additional leatherette ear pads,
premium carrying bag

www.beyerdynamic.com/dt1770pro
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Puristic
The DT 1770 PRO brings together the finest
materials and attention to detail in a clear-cut
design. The exquisite velour and high-quality
leatherette ear cushions are just as impressive
as the anodised aluminium yokes with its unique
irregular surface structure. Elegant imprints
emphasise the timeless design – pure and
authentic like the sound itself.
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For decades now, professional users all
around the world have been putting their
trust in the DT 770 PRO studio reference
headphones. They are the number one choice
for music producers, sound technicians and
broadcast users and are a firmly established
piece of equipment in studios worldwide.
A legendary basis, pioneering technological
work and nothing less than the determination
to achieve the perfect sound have led to a
new milestone being set: the DT 1770 PRO.

Made in Germany
As with the DT 770 PRO, the DT 1770 PRO is
also manufactured by hand in Germany. From its
elegant headband right through to the aluminium
yokes, these new studio headphones feature a
fine workmanship with the highest attention to
materials and durability right down to the last
detail.

Tesla 2.0 Technology
Tesla 2.0 systems offer maximum efficiency and
ensure precise, completely distortion-free sound
quality with the finest resolution and impressive
spatial properties even at very powerful output
levels.
A triple-layer compound membrane in the
DT 1770 PRO reduces unwanted partial
vibrations to allow a previously unknown level
of brilliance in the reproduction of overtones, as
well as thoroughly impressive bass reproduction.

